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NEW QUESTION: 1
What does it mean if Bob gets this result on an object search?
Refer to the image below. Choose the BEST answer.
A. There is no object on the database with that IP address.
B. There is no object on the database with that name or that IP
address.

C. Object does not have a NAT IP address.
D. Search detailed is missing the subnet mask.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a computer that runs Windows 8.1.
When you attempt to perform an in-place upgrade to Windows 10,
the computer fails to start after the first restart.
You need to view the setup logs on the computer.
Which folder contains the logs?
A. \$Windows.~BT\Sources\Panther\
B. \$Windows.~BT\Inf
C. \Windows\Temp
D. \Windows\Logs
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-hardware/manufacture/d
esktop/windows-setup-log-files-and-eventlog

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company sends a sales team to a conference. The sales team
returns from a conference with contacts in multiple file
formats.
You need to import all of the contacts.
For each file type, which actions should you perform first? To
answer, drag and drop the appropriate actions to the correct
file types. each action may be used once, more than once, or
not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
1 - Select duplicate opetions in the Dynamic 365.
2 - Select the delimiter type in the Dynamics 365 Import Data
wizard.
3 - Convert to a suppoted file format.
4 - Select a data map in the Dynamics 365 Import Data wizard.
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